Nurse Entrepreneur Launches Show on Natural Health

New Jersey resident, Board Certified Holistic Nurse Entrepreneur and Natural Health Expert offers Tips, Product Reviews, and interviews with Alternative Health Care Experts on her internet radio and podcast show called "Green Tea with Marilee"

Cherry Hill, New Jersey (PRWEB) May 8, 2008 -- Marilee Tolen RN, HN-BC, one of the nation's first 25 nurses to become board certified in a new specialty of nursing known as Holistic Nursing, is launching her Natural Health internet radio and podcast show called "Green Tea with Marilee".

National Nurses Week (May 6 - 12) is the perfect week to kick off this show which is designed for anyone interested in natural health care, alternative / integrative medicine, holistic nutrition, and healing modalities. The theme for the first month will focus on nursing and the contribution of Florence Nightingale to Natural Healing.

Marilee quotes Florence, also known as "The Lady with the Lamp" . . . Marilee says . . . "Florence Nightingale taught us to "put the patient in the best place for nature to act upon them". Florence's teachings are re-emerging and we are learning that her common sense healing principles have sound scientific rationale."

Marilee's kickoff show is an interview with Holistic Nursing icon Barbara Dossey PhD, RN, AHN-BC, FAAN (wife of well known Alternative Medical Doctor and author Larry Dossey MD). Barbie shares sound holistic nursing principles and ties them in with scientific evidence. She also openly discusses her personal experiences with the failing health and dying of both of her parents, and how she, as a nurse, dealt with that life change.

The "Green Tea with Marilee" Show is "The Place for Natural Health". This show is available for listening (and watching! . . . there will also be video) on Wednesday mornings at 8:30 AM ET and can be accessed at http://www.GreenTeaWithMarilee.com where you can call a private phone line (214-615-6505 x 2510#) with questions and requests for information for Marilee to cover in her show.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.